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Abstract—In increasingly dynamic enterprise systems, access-
ing resources such as data and APIs from a static context is no
longer a given. It is also common for users to access multiple
services simultaneously within a session over an extended period.
For example, the security posture of the accessing device may
change during a session. Is the device still authorized to access
specific resources in such a case? Continuous Access Evaluation
addresses these and other problems related to changing context
within a session. The basic principle of this technology is as
follows: After each event that affects the context of access
authorization, all participants in a session are informed. They
then can decide on the continued authorization of access within
a session for a user, an application, or a device. In this paper, we
discuss the current state of this concept, ongoing standardization
efforts and initial usage in large enterprise systems. Our findings
indicate that the concept is well-defined and understood, resulting
in rising academic interest in the topic. We assess ongoing
progress in current standardization efforts, and also see notable
adoption by major stakeholders.

Index Terms—continuous access evaluation, authorization, zero
trust architecture

I. INTRODUCTION

In today’s large enterprise environments, Single sign-on
(SSO) functionality, federated authentication and authorization
are ubiquitous. All major authentication and authorization
systems rely on the same underlying mechanism: Upon session
establishment, access is granted for a fixed duration. For that
purpose, the requesting user or device receives an Access
Token – a signed statement by an Identity and Access Man-
agement (IAM) system encoding access privileges or scopes.
This token is then presented to the target system, which in turn
evaluates whether the token is still valid. The circumstances
under which an access token has been issued to a client
might change within the predefined lifetime of the token.
Be it the location, the security posture of the device, or the
behaviour of the user. These factors, which are usually decisive
in determining whether a user should have access to a resource,
are no longer taken into account after the token has been issued
– and thus represent a security risk. Issuing short-lived tokens
is a common approach to mitigate this risk. While this solution
can work in specific scenarios, it can reduce the usability of the
system and requires repeated authentication and authorization
by the user. The core problem, however, remains unsolved:
In case the token is compromised, attackers gain unauthorized
access to resources.

In order to improve access security, the concept of Contin-
uous Access Evaluation (CAE) has emerged in recent years.
The aim of this security technology is to continuously check
whether a client is still authorized to access a resource. This
allows the system to respond as quickly as possible to changes
in the factors relevant to resource access. The consequences for
the client’s access rights then depend on the changed factors,
be it the withdrawal or modification of the access scope.

In addition, CAE plays an important role in the Zero Trust
Architecture (ZTA) network security model. This concept can
be summarized as “Never trust, always verify”. The approach
is contrary to the classic perimeter-based network infrastruc-
tures and an effort to adapt to the security requirements
of modern infrastructures, e.g., IoT and cloud environments,
hybrid work and bring your own device (BYOD) policies.
Academic interest in this approach has increased in recent
years, especially with the publication of the NIST SP 800-
207 standard [1]. Seven so-called “Tenets” of Zero Trust are
proclaimed in this work. One of these states: “All resource
authentications and authorizations are dynamic and strictly
enforced before access is allowed”. To conclude, both CAE
and ZTA focus on continuously securing individual sessions.
Taken together, CAE can prove to be an important cornerstone
for the development of ZTA.

The goal of this paper to give an overview about the
current state for the concept of CAE, especially with regard
to existing standardization efforts and it’s application in real-
world systems. In addition, we propose a wide range of
directions for future work. Our research question is as follows:
Is CAE a concept which is implemented in the real world and
what future work is necessary? The remainder of this work is
structured as follows: We review related work in Section II.
We then discuss the concept of CAE together with the Shared
Signals Framework in Section III. Current real world usage
is evaluated in Section IV. Finally, we discuss the results in
Section V and propose extensive directions for future work in
Section VI. The paper concludes with Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Because the standardization effort for CAE is still in its
early stages, academic research that picks up on it or its current
implementations is still sparse. Nonetheless, there are already
a few works that incorporate the subject.



Hatakeyama et al. proposed the concept of Zero Trust
Federation (ZTF), which aims to apply Zero Trust Networking
under identity federation [2]. They proposed a mechanism for
sharing context and context updates under user control. Their
implementation uses the Continuous Access Evaluation Pro-
tocol (CAEP) profile of the Shared Signals Framework (SSF).
Building on this work, Hirai et al. developed a general model
for context collection from various data sources [3]. Dean et
al. attempted to realize a ZTA for the West Point Research
and Education Network, using CAE based on Microsoft’s
implementation, which is the first usage in an educational and
military environment [4]. In a survey, Jeong et al. recognized
the CAEP profile as an effort towards actively monitoring
users or devices throughout an authenticated session until its
termination [5]. While this survey recognizes the CAEP, it
must be noted that it primarily investigates the current use of
Continuous Authentication (CA) techniques, which, opposite
to CAE, focus on authentication rather than authorization.

Finally, Hourdin et al. addressed the issue of context-
sensitive authorization for asynchronous communications [6].
Similar to CAE, they consider the problem of context changes
after the steps of authentication and authorization have been
performed. Based on an examination of static authorization,
quasi-static authorization, and dynamic authorization, they
propose a context-based dynamic authorization model where
observers provide contextual information. Their solution also
incorporates the publish-subscribe pattern.

III. CONTINUOUS ACCESS EVALUATION

The idea for a protocol for CAE was first introduced as
a blog post in 2019 on the overlying topic of identity and
security by Tulshibagwale [7]. It was proposed to address the
challenges that arise from the growing need to authorize user
sessions based on dynamic data such as IP locations, device
health, and user privileges.

A. Requirements

Realizing CAE in the enterprise context ensures that authen-
tication and authorization for users and devices is evaluated
continuously within established sessions. Before discussing the
concept in detail, we describe the requirements for CAE laid
out in the initial proposal [7]:

1) Publish–subscribe model: An asynchronous communi-
cation pattern in which a publisher sends categorized
messages. These messages can then be received by sub-
scribers, which explicitly state their interest in messages
of different categories.

2) Duality: Participants are able to act as publishers and
subscribers simultaneously.

3) Mesh network: Multiple publishers and subscribers can
work together in arbitrary constellations.

4) Point-to-Point trust: Participating parties must establish
trust among themselves without central coordination.

5) Security: Communication channels between parties
must ensure confidentiality, integrity and authenticity.
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Fig. 1. The general protocol sequence of CAE [7]

6) Selectivity: Participants need to be able to specify the
types of information they can share and receive.

B. Concept

The initial problem concerning dynamic and continuous
access evaluation based on contextual data in current systems
is that access authorization is only executed at the time
of authentication. To solve this problem, CAE utilizes an
asynchronous publish-subscribe model to enable independent
parties to control the properties of user sessions. While the
industry developed vendor-specific solutions to address this
issue, a vendor independent, standardized protocol for this pur-
pose could enable interoperability between security solutions
and foster a common ecosystem [7], [8].

Figure 1 depicts the basic idea of CAE as an abstracted
workflow diagram. The individual steps are as follows [7]:

1) Service Request: The device or application requests a
service from a Relying Party (RP) within an authenti-
cated user session.

2) Context update: If the context of the access request
changed in some way from the previous access request
within the authenticated session, the RP publishes this
context update to all interested parties of the session.
At the same time, it will be communicated if the RP
is interested in receiving other updates regarding this
session.

3) User, device, or policy update: Changes impacting a
user session that are either observed or provided by other
parties to the policy service, i.e., an identity provider
(IdP), are processed and published to all interested
parties of the session.

4) Remediation or Response: The response of the RP to
the service request depends on the decision of the policy
service. The remediation can apply to a user, device,
or application. The RP’s response can contain detailed
information and steps to take for continued service.



C. Solution: Shared Signals Framework
The SSF, formerly known as the “Shared Signals and

Event Framework” is an open standard currently developed
by the Shared Signals Working Group (WG) of the OpenID
Foundation, that enables asynchronous information exchange
between cooperating peers [9], [10]. The SSF is developed as a
Webhook Framework with a focus on security considerations.
The framework is aimed to be used mainly in cross-enterprise
environments [8]. In its current state, the SSF specifies two
separate profiles: The Continuous Access Evaluation Protocol
(CAEP) and the Risk Incident Sharing and Coordination
(RISC). Both profiles are built upon the SSF core specifica-
tion. The SSF is the only available realization of the CAE
concept at the moment. Initially, there was only one WG for
Risk Incident Sharing and Coordination (RISC), initiated by
Google. After the introduction of CAE, it was recognized that
similar basic requirements apply to both concepts. Therefore,
both efforts were united under one WG. To understand the
overall framework, it is necessary to introduce the five core
concepts of the SSF first:

Events: A security-related occurrence pertaining to a Sub-
ject [11]. In practice, these events are exchanged using Se-
curity Event Tokens (SETs) [12]. SETs themselves are JSON
Web Tokens (JWTs) [13] that have been specified to represent
security and identity events. A JWT is a JSON object that
can be signed and encrypted to securely transfer information
between parties in a standardized way.

Subjects: A Subject, or Subject Principal, is an entity.
Events refer to subjects and can be sent by Transmitters
and received by Receivers [9]. Examples for Subjects are
people, devices, groups, or organizations. Subjects are declared
as JSON objects within SETs. The specification supports
Simple Subjects and Complex Subjects [14]. The latter are
aggregations of Simple Subjects.

Transmitter: Transmitters are entities that broadcast Events
to Receivers. A Transmitter needs to implement an Event
Stream Management API, a SSF specific implementation
derived from the Management API for SET Event Streams
[15].

Receiver: Receivers are entities that receive and act on
Events. How a Receiver acts on an event is not part of
the specification. To receive such Events, Receivers use the
Event Stream Management API to select Subjects that they
are interested in and specify how they would like to receive
these Events [11].

Streams: A Stream describes the channel between Trans-
mitters and Receivers. The SSF allows for multiple streams to
exist between a Transmitter and a Receiver. The Transmitter
needs to advertise whether it can push events to a Receiver, be
polled for events, or both. Upon establishment of a Stream,
the Receiver can choose which of the supported methods it
prefers for communication.

The conceptional mode of operation of the framework can
be derived from these concepts: A Transmitter is set up to
transfer Events referencing different Subjects. When and on
what occasions Events are triggered is not defined and is

up to the Transmitter. When a Stream between a Transmitter
and Receiver exists, the latter can specify which Subjects it
wants to receive Events about and over which of the supported
methods. API calls between Transmitters and Receivers should
be secured using OAuth 2.0. Finally, Transmitters may also
decide which Events to provide to a specific Receiver, as it
has first to authorize itself at the Transmitter [16]. Profiles are
applications of the SSF that allow exchanging certain Event
types related to different use cases.

Continuous Access Evaluation Protocol (CAEP): CAEP
is the first profile specified as part of the SSF and defines Event
types as well as optional Event claims to ensure access security
between cooperating parties [17] and addressing issues of
session security [8]. It was created based on the proposal for
a CAE protocol by Google [7]. In its current state, CAEP
defines five Event types that relate to sessions and devices:

The Session Revoked Event signals the revocation of a user
session. The respective session can be directly referenced or
inferred via properties. A reason for the revocation can also be
included in the Event. The second Event type, Token Claims
Change, signals changes in token claims. It can encompass
several claims about the specified token or assertion. At least
one changed claim needs to be stated upon triggering this
Event. The stated claims must only be specified with their
respective new value or multiple values. Creation, revocation,
update and deletion of credentials can be signaled using the
Credential Change Event type. The specification contains ten
types of credentials and additionally allows parties to agree
on custom ones. Finally, the Assurance Level Change and
Device Compliance Change Event types signal changes to the
authentication method of the user and the device compliance
status. The assurance level referred to are the Authentication
and Lifecycle Management Assurance Levels defined by the
NIST SP 800-63B [18]. The device compliance status can only
change between compliant and non compliant.

Every type of Event can be enhanced using optional Event
claims: event timestamp, which specifies the exact time of an
Event’s occurrence, initiating entity, which states the entity
from which the Event originated, reason admin and rea-
son user. The latter two are especially useful for giving the
Receiver a human-readable context regarding a specific Event,
whereas reason admin is for system internal and logging
purposes, and reason user is addressed to the end user.

Risk Incident Sharing and Coordination (RISC): RISC,
in contrast to CAEP, addresses account security. Similar to
CAEP, the RISC profile defines several Event types. This
includes account-related Event types that signal whether a cre-
dential change is required or an account was purged, disabled,
or enabled. Identifier-related Events that reference email and
phone numbers form another group. RISC also specifies Event
types for opt-in and opt-out purposes. Furthermore, account
recovery-related Events exist. Finally, the RISC specification
contains events concerning the compromise of credentials.
The Session Revoked Event type is deprecated in the current
draft of the RISC specification [19], as this Event type was
integrated into the CAEP profile.



A variety of use-cases can be handled using CAE. These
use-cases can be directly derived from the respective Event
types and are, at least partially, described in the specification.
It is not necessary, although in theory possible, to integrate the
SSF functionalities into existing authentication protocols such
as OpenID Connect (OIDC) or the Security Assertion Markup
Language (SAML). While the SSF recommends OAuth 2.0 for
securing API calls, it works as a standalone protocol, which
allows it to be used in existing enterprise systems.

IV. STATE OF ADOPTION

As CAE is a fairly novel concept, there are only a few actual
implementations of it. However, some of the largest corpora-
tions are among those involved in both the development and
implementation of this concept.

Microsoft: The currently most prominent application of
CAE is within the Microsoft Azure cloud services [20].
Microsoft announced the implementation of CAE in 2020
[21]. They employ the CAEP profile of the SSF, in which
the company is also involved development-wise. It is also
part of Microsoft’s Azure AD Zero Trust Session Management
portfolio [22]. CAE is applied to two target groups within the
Microsoft Azure ecosystem: Users and workload identities.
The latter are defined by Microsoft as identities used by soft-
ware workloads in order to access other services or resources
[23]. Examples for workload identities are containers, virtual
machines, applications and services. Because CAE is allowing
access decision to be taken based on different circumstances
like context, location and policies, there is a need for a policy
service within the ecosystem that utilizes CAE. In the case of
Microsoft Azure, this service is called “Conditional Access”
[24]. The current implementation of CAE for Microsoft Azure
uses so-called CAE Tokens to differentiate between services
with and without CAE support. Unlike conventional tokens,
these do not have to rely on a static lifetime and therefore
their lifetime can be as high as 28 hours [20]. The currently
supported use cases include user account related changes, man-
ual revocation, considerations of Multi Factor Authentication
(MFA), risk related context changes [25], location and device
state changes [26]. It is also possible to “customize” the CAE
usage [27]. This means CAE can be enable or disabled for all
users, individual users or specific user groups.

Google: While CAE was first proposed by Google, the
CAEP profile is currently not used within the “Google
Workspace”. However, Google uses the RISC profile [28] for
“Cross-Account Protection” features. BeyondCorp [29] is a
ZTA security model developed and used by Google. It is built
upon the core assumption that privileged access in a corporate
network should be dependent on user and device credentials,
regardless of the network location. While this model does
not explicitly include CAE as a utilized technology, most of
the core ideas are mentioned. It includes an access proxy
component with an integrated access control engine, i.e., a
policy service [29]–[31]. This access proxy authorizes services
on a per-request level. Authorization decisions are based on
different trust levels, taking into account various information

about the user and the device. Supported authentication and
authorization standards are OIDC and OAuth 2.0.

Others: Besides Microsoft and Google, Cisco is one of the
better-known companies involved with CAE and the SSF. It is
involved in the ongoing development of the standard within the
OpenID Foundation. Cisco is also providing an initial open-
source implementation of the framework as part of its Duo
Lab [14]. In addition, the blog entry from Broadcom [32],
as well as another open-source implementation from Sailpoint
[33], indicate that the SSF and thus also CAE are attracting
a certain amount of attention, especially concerning potential
use in the context of ZTA. Finally, the Open Identity Exchange
community utilize the SSF for fraud detection [34].

V. DISCUSSION

In the following sections, we discuss our findings. With
regard to our research question, we can conclude that CAE is
indeed starting to see usage in the real world.

Concept: While Continuous Access Evaluation as a concept
was only proposed recently, it is well understood and offers
significant advantages to existing approaches such as restrict-
ing the lifetime of access tokens. By continuously monitoring
and evaluating user behavior and access patterns, organizations
can better detect and respond to potential security threats in
real-time. CAE offers several benefits, including reduced threat
remediation time, reduced risk of continued unauthorized
access, and enhanced adaptability to evolving user and system
needs.

Shared Signals Framework: The first and only standard-
ization effort, the Shared Signals Framework, is developed
by a working group at the OpenID Foundation. Two profiles
have been developed, the CAEP profile for sharing status
changes such as device compliance state, and the RISC profile
for account security related events. The development of the
standard is supported by major industry stakeholders such as
Cisco, Google, Microsoft and AWS. In the last months, the
draft was iteratively improved, but no more major changes
were being incorporated. We therefore expect standardization
to be concluded in the foreseeable future, allowing providers
of IAM systems and enterprise applications to integrate it into
their products.

Adoption: Since the CAE concept has not existed for very
long and its standardization is still under development, it is not
surprising that this technology is used in a relatively limited
way. Google and Microsoft are the largest names in this regard
and are already using it in production systems today. While the
SSF standard specifies a set of events to be transmitted, open
questions with regard to the exact use-cases exist. This might
hinder the adoption, although we expect concrete use-cases to
become evident with rising popularity and adoption.

Finally, the adoption by Microsoft as part of Azure indicates
potential for high scalability of the concept. However, there
is no data regarding the required implementation effort. It is
therefore difficult to say how well it really scales with the
complexity of a system. To conclude, it is unclear if smaller



enterprises have sufficient resources to realize and benefit from
this concept.

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS

The second part of our research question relates to necessary
future work within the CAE context. In the following, we
formulate detailed ideas and directions to that end.

Security, privacy and usability: The SSF specification
states that all data exchange between parties must ensure
standard security properties for modern protocols, i.e., con-
fidentiality, integrity and authenticity. The broader security
implementations of sharing vast amounts of user, device and
service related information between a dynamic and complex
set of entities are not well understood and can be the focus of
future research. The usage of CAE may collide with previous
assumptions about the overall system security and need to be
considered carefully.

Privacy aspects are considered by the specification: The
RISC profile contains events that signal a user’s desire to opt-
out of sharing their data with third parties. It remains to be
seen if and how this opt-out process works in practice. We
believe it is of great importance to ensure that user-related
data, especially data that can be used to identify individuals, is
only shared among parties trusted by both the service and the
user. Regulatory aspects are another angle warranting further
investigation, as further restrictions for data exchange between
regulatory domains exist.

All security technologies need to be balanced with usability.
This trade-off needs to be evaluated carefully, as “too much”
security can backfire, e.g., by employees circumventing re-
strictions to work efficiently. The goal of CAE is to improve
the security of enterprise systems without affecting usability,
or even improving it. Therefore, CAE is in a unique position
here. Whether this promise can hold, depends on the specific
implementation and can be studied as part of future research.

Interoperability, integration and use-cases: The interoper-
ability of CAE solutions is of great importance, since the full
range of benefits can only be achieved if different systems
collaborate seamlessly. The standardization of the SSF with
the inclusion of necessary event types for common use-cases
plays an important role here. While the standard is flexible
and allows custom event types to be used, diverging imple-
mentations can hinder coordination between parties. Existing
vendor-specific solutions need to be replaced or adapted to
prevent the emergence of redundant, incompatible solutions.
How to migrate these solutions while ensuring feature parity
can be researched in the future.

Both SSF profiles do not cover all the necessary use cases.
In general, use-cases are sparsely covered in the standard and
need to be derived from the respective profile specifications.
The use-cases are evident for some event type such as session-
revoked but only indicated for others. Toward a broader
acceptance of this standard, it will be helpful to clearly define
and describe intended use cases for the SSF and its profiles.
This effort can be pursued either as part of the working group

at OpenID, or as “lessons-learned” during implementation in
real world systems.

Performance and filtering: In large systems, one can
expect thousands of events to be shared per second. Once CAE
implementations are mature enough, propagation time will be
a factor that needs to be investigated, as CAE’s goals can only
be achieved if remediation can be done promptly.

The filtering and optimization of messages that are sent
within the CAE context should also be a significant subject of
further research, since only a small subset of all events might
be relevant to a specific party. The use of machine learning is
also conceivable and could be a decisive factor with regard to
the competitiveness of different CAE solutions in the industry
[35].

Compatibility: CAE as a concept, and the SSF as the first
standardization, are in principle independent of the underlying
authentication and authorization standard. CAE had no influ-
ence on the development of the SAML, OIDC or OAuth 2.0,
as the concept did not even exist in the form discussed today
when these standards were developed. It also seems that CAE
is not influencing the development of Grant Negotiation and
Authorization Protocol (GNAP), an emerging authorization
standard. Examining the integration of CAE functionalities
in future authentication and authorization protocols can be a
viable direction for future work.

With regard to compatibility with existing authentication
and authorization standards, OIDC and GNAP are equally suit-
able, as both standards are based on access tokens. Contrary
to that, SAML works with assertions that are consumed by an
RP and are not designed to be used beyond a single session.
Since these standards are designed to be extended, adapting
them to support CAE functionalities is nevertheless possible.

Adoption: The adoption of CAE in general, and the SSF
specifically, can be evaluated in the future. An examination
of existing and emerging implementations can shed light on
differences in performance, supported events and security
properties. The study or development of new use-cases that
might emerge with progressing adoption can also be an inter-
esting field. As it usually is the case with emerging protocols,
the adoption increases after standardization concludes. We
therefore expect adoption to rise in the foreseeable future in
both large and medium sized enterprises.

Zero Trust Architecture: Finally, the integration of CAE
within ZTA is an apparent field of future research. One
of the core ideas in ZTA is that authorization is evaluated
continuously, with access being promoted, demoted or revoked
on-demand. Incorporating protocols such as the SSF into ZTA
solutions and products should be the next logical step.

VII. CONCLUSION

Continuous Access Evaluation is a concept that can be used
to mitigate some of the problems we face with authentication
and authorization today. Instead of making authorization de-
cisions once at session establishment, the context of both user
and device are continuously monitored, resulting in on-demand
demotion, extension or revocation of access privileges. The



Shared Signals Framework, an emerging standard for CAE,
can pave the way towards improving security in complex
enterprise systems. Usage of the standard saw considerable
uptake recently, primarily by large providers such as Microsoft
and Google. We formulate multiple directions for future work
in this context, focusing on privacy, interoperability and com-
patibility.
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